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Neutron rate measurements are very often used to determine the Ion temperature in 
ohmic discharges. We have develo~ software (NR code) which extends this method to 
neutral beam injection heating (Do in 0 plasma) by introducing a model for neutron 
production by fast ions. Our software is fully modular however. so that It can also be 
used for all kinds of thermonuclear plasmas and in future, also for non-thermonuclear 
neutron production. which may arise RF-heated discharges. 

Re laxat ion t ime model 

The local neutron rate in a plasma is simply given by 

Qab = nanb <ov> ab = nanb If 0abf a (v a) f b(vbl dVadvb · (1) 

n . nb. fa' fb. Va' vb are. respectively. the densities. distribution functions. and veloc ities 
or the two reacting Ion specles. 0 b is the corresponding cross-section, and <ov) ab is 
the reactivity of this process. For the distribution function we use the following ansatz: 

(2) 

vvhere the index 0 denotes the background plasma. and the indices 1, 2. and 3 the 
deuterons injected with full {45 keVl, half, and one-third energy, respectively. For the 
ASDEX plasma parameters we can use a Maxwellian for f . We have to distinguish 
the following contributions to the neutron rate in the case of 000 injection in 0 plasma 

QDO = ~n~<ov)oo + (X,n1<ov)11 +(X2n~<ov)22 +(X3n~ <ov>33 
(3) 

+ (X'2 n, n2 <9'1)12 + (X,3 n, n3 <ov)'3 + (X23 n203 <ov)23 . 

The first term describes the thermonuclear production In the bulk plasma. and the terms 
in the second row are the beam-target reactions for the three injection energies. The 
remaining terms describe the different beam-beam reactions. their coefficients ex taking 
into account possible Injection in opposite directions. 
As we shall see , for the ASDEX plasma the main contributions are c!ue to the 
beam-target and the thermonuclear production. Because the distribution function of the 
bulk plasma is Isotropic, the beam-target production only depends on the energy of the 
Injected deuterons and not on their pitch angle. We can therefore use the energy 
distrlbutlon function for the fast deuterons, 'Nhlch is simply calculated from the classical 
relaxation of the particle energy W: 

dW/dt = - W/tw ' (4) 
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<M1ere tw is the energy relaxation time. The resultrng distribution functions are 

N1D1(r) ntw 
n,f,IW) = -- --"!Jw i = 1, 2, 3. 15) 

n , 

Here n is the electron density. NI are the numbers of deuterons injected per second, and 
01(r) their deposition profile. The energy relaxation parameter ntw is a function of only 
the electron temperature and the energy itself. 

Interpretation of neutron rate 
The emission profiles for the different contributions in eq. 3 to the neutron rate and 
thus the volume-integrated neutron r ate itself are completely determined with the 
geometric data of the plasma, the electron density and temperature profiles n(r) and 
T e(r), the profile Ze(((r), the deposition profile O{r) of the Injected deuterons, and the 
plasma deuteron density and temperature profiles no{r) and T oCr). The emission profiles 
for the different contributions in eq. 3 to the neutron rate and thus the 
volume-Integrated neutron rate itself are completely determined. The densities of 
electrons n, deuterons no' and protons nH are related by 

Zx - Zeff = no (1 + nH ) 16) 
Zx - 1 n no' 

where Z)( is the charge of the dominant Impurity In a deuterium plasma without protons. 
no could therefore be determIned from Zeff' and thus the ion temperature To from the 
measured neutron rale Qoo If there IS any Information about the shape of the ion 
temperauture profile, the neutron emission profile Doo(r) can also be deduced. For 
plasmas with a mixture of protons and deuterons, as with HO injection in 0 plasma, one 
of the two parameters TO and nO/nH can always be calculated from the neutron rate if 
the other is known. 

Structure of the NA software 
To lake care of all these possibilities, our software has a fully modular structure. The 
scheme is shown in Fig. 1; firstly, the software DATA FILES reads all input data. It is thus 
easy to adapt changes in the ASDEX data files or to introduce new data which become 
accessible with the .development of new diagnostics. An example of the last is the new 
Zeff(r) measurement from visible bremsstrahlung which is now availiable at ASDEX. 

Flg.1: Software scheme 
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Secondly , the reactivl ties and the distribution functfons are determined in INTERMEDIATE 
CALCULATIONS and the input data for FREYA code calculation of the deposition profile 
D(r) are prepared. In the FINAl CALCULATIONS one of the parameters QDD' T D' and 
no can always be calculated, the other two being taken as ALTERNATE INPUTS. The 
software thus allows not only determination of the ion temperature or density, but also 
prediction of neutron rates and therefore detailed studies of the influence of relevant 
plasma parameters on the neutron rate . 
By this modular structure alt components of eq. 3 can be separately discussed. 
Furthermore, if this becomes advisable, It would be easy to change the model for 
neutron production by fast Ions and use, In par ticular, more sophisticated distribution 
functions, even for the targ~t plasma. Last but not least, the flexibil ity of the software 
allows us to treat, besides 0° injection, not only ohmic discharges but also HO injectfon 
in deuterium plasmas and ICR and LH heating. For most of these cases the hydrogen 
content of the plasma is the main problem. 

00 Injection In deuterium pl asma 
As an example of the treatment of D° Injection in deuterium pl asma, we consider two 
discharges, one with a high ion temperature of about 3.5 keV [#17061, injection: 4.15 MW, 
1.1 - 1.4 sec) and another w ith a relatively low Ion temperature of about 2.0 keV ($J16910 , 
InJection: 3.1 MW, 1.1 - 1.5 seel. Figure 2 shows for both discharges the time development 
of the neutron rate Q and the central electron temperature. as well as the t ime 
dependent central deuteron temperature calculated from Q. Table 1 gives for discharge 
#17061 for some times the components Qoo' QOl' Q02 (the indices correspond to those 
in equation 3) and the ratio T o/T e' calculated for a content of 10% protons. 
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Fig. 2: Neutron rate (Q) , electron (T.) and deuter on (T D) temperatures 
The dominant neutr on production Is due to TABLE 1 
the full energy beam reactions with the target ' t";m=.;;=''-'-CQ'oo--7Q'0-,-- ''Q'02--TTo- /7T'f". 
plasma Q01' The half-energy beam (Q02) [ sec] [1013neutrons/sec] 

~~nt~!b~~J~~t~!'~~;!O~s 0~~J~;~~lyth:19~:;nt~~~ ~~:=.71:;:~'----;g;-."~:::~:;'6--"'1::6;::.-::~C;1 :::":~".::~:;'~-""~;-.::~::-g 
the therm;udear production 0 00, But during 1 .25 2.07 12.9 1.29 .1.10 
injection t temp~ratures Increase, causing 1 .30 2.32 8.3 1 0.91 1.20 
~n Increa~e in \e ) beam-target r eactions 1.35 1 .14 7.36 0.83 1.35 

0hwing to • and
f 

0 as well as In QQOO· Atl '.c.4"O"---"O",.3=-9"-_-"6",.6",O"--,,O,,,.6,,,S,,--,1.;..2,,O,,-
t e maximum 0 the neutron rate 00 is -
about twice Q02' The scatter in the results for T o/T e reflects the uncer tainty of the 
temperature determination. 
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Table 2 gives the different particle densities nb= f n1fbdW on the plasma axis. They are 
of the same order for all components of the earn, ut about one order of magnitude 
smaller for the beams than for the target plasma. 

Table 2 Deuteron densities on axis at maximum neut ron production 

'17061 
'16910 

4.16 
3.37 
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0.45 

n, 
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Table 3 gives for discharge u16910 at 1.3 sec 
all components of eq. 3, (or injection of the 
total power in one direction and for the 
hypothetical case of balanced injection with 
half the power in each beam. Here, owing to 
the low ion temperature the thermonuclear 
production is of the same order as the 
production by the one-third energy beam 
component. which itself amounts to only 1.5% 
of the beam production. The production by 
reactions between the beam particles clearly 
shows a dependence on the relative velocity, 
as is to be expected. But owing to the small 
densities in the beams compared with the 
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Table 3 
neutron rate [neutrons/sec] 

unidirectional inj. 
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target plasma the beam-beam productions are smaller than the one- third energy 
beam-target production, even in the hypothetical case of balanced injection, and so it is 
always negligible. 

HO Injection in deuter ium plas ma 

As an example of the treatment of HO injection In deuterium plasma we consider the 
discharge "21502 (1.35 MW. 1.0 - 3.0 secl. In this case we have only the thermonuclear 
production Qoo ' Figure 4 shows the measured neutron rate and the ratio nO/nH from 
ex measurements. Figure 5 gives the deuter on temperature calculated with our software 
and . for comparision. the electr on temperature from ECE measurements. Here again we 
find ,T D/T e ~ 1 .2. The decrease in the neutron rate is caused by the small decrease in 
the Ion temperature. 
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Fig. 4. Neutron rate and nr/nH 
for discharge "21502 
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Fig. 5: Ion and electron temperature 
for discharge "21502 
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